Year 5 Topic Web Autumn 1 2018-2019
PSHE

History



Circle time sessions on how to solve problems successfully



Introduce growth mind-set



Introduce revised school values



SEAL—new beginnings start of year activities.



Develop strategies to cope with uncomfortable feelings &

calm down when necessary
Understand how others may be feeling when they are in



an unfamiliar situation and help them to feel valued and
welcomed



Share what we know about the Vikings already



Discover where the Vikings came from and where
they went

Numeracy (this is a sample—there are many more
objectives)


Recognise the place value of each digit in a whole number



Order and compare whole numbers?



Identify 10, 100 and 1000 more or less than a given



Discover what life in a Viking settlement was like



Discover what the Vikings wore



Round whole numbers to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000



Discover what the Viking beliefs were



Recognise the place value of each digit in a decimal



Discover and interpret Viking Runes

whole number

number


Recognise decimal and fraction equivalents



Develop written and mental calculation strategies.

Literacy (this is a sample—there are many more
objectives)

PE



To understand the features of a Norse Myth.



Swimming weekly



Use drama to retell the story of Beowulf



Invasion Games

Generate compelling description through a range of



literary devices.

Science (this is a sample—there are many more



Write a character description for the Sea Hag.

objectives)



Write a detailed setting description - expanded noun



Investigate changes of state



Compare and group together everyday materials on

phrases, prepositions, conjunctions.
Learn new spelling, grammar & punctuation rules,



building of previous.

RE

Choose their own edits and improvements to my writing.





the basis of their properties and reason uses for

particular materials
To recognise that Arabic is the symbolic language
of Islam

Art


Learn to draw and sketch objects in great detail— a dragon’s eye



Create an old Viking map their raids and voyagers to far off lands.



Create runes in clay



Understand what Sallah and Zakah are



Identify food that is special during Ramadan



Understand the purpose of the Haji



Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide
how mixtures might be separated, including through
filtering, sieving and evaporating



To understand that that some materials will dissolve
in liquid to form a solution, and describe how to
recover a substance from a solution through
evaporation

